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Battery Prole
DESIGN LIFE

MANUFACTURED
TO COMPLY

APPLICATIONS

12 year design life in ﬂoat
service @ 25°C ﬁtted with
Catalyst.

IEC 60896-21/22-2004
BS 6290 Part 4
Eurobat
UL Component approval
ISO 9001:2000
ISO 14001:2004

Telecommunications
Power Stations
Wind & Alternative Energy
Power Control Systems
Alternative Energy Systems
Emergency lighting
Standby Power Systems
Cellular Radio
Switchgear
UPS

40Ah-175Ah at C/10 to
1.80Vpc at 25°C.
250 Cycles for AGM
300 Cycles for GEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Positive electrode:

Calcium Grid or Virgin Pure Lead 1.6% Tin

Negative electrode:

Calcium Grid Plate

Float Voltage:

2.25 vpc ±1% at 25°C

Max.Charge Voltage:

2.35 vpc ±1% at 25°C

Container:

ABS grade as standard / ame retardant V-0 material as optional

Electrolyte:

Sulphuric Acid/Thixotropic GEL

Safety Valve:

1-3 PSI Self-Resealing

Separators:

Absorbed Glass Mat/Micro porous separator

Terminals:

Integral Copper Insert for Stainless Steel Bolt

INNOVATIVE FEATURES
Valve regulated with Catalyst
Propriety virgin Lead 1.6% Tin Alloy
Latest plates formation technology
Uniform cell cooling
Increased Capacity with Catalyst
Never requires addition of water
Spill proof and leak proof
Very low gassing on oat charge
Explosion proof / Increased safety
Operates at low internal pressure
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CAPACITY
Ampere Hour @ 25°C

Actual Battery Discharge Data may be ± 5% of gures shown. 12-FTA-40 / 12-FTA-55 / 12-FTG-40 / 12-FTG-55 do not r with catalyst.

Worlds First Monobloc Catalyst Battery
The SEC CELLYTE 12FTA and SEC CELLYTE 12FTG batteries are the rst Monobloc batteries to use the
Catvent Monobloc Catalyst ventcap design. This was introduced for several very important reasons.
The oat current is reduced by up to 50% by using a catalyst, this reduce the oat service energy
required by the battery, the heat generated in the cabinet and thus the air-conditioning needed to
cool the battery cabinets. The 12FTA/FTG batteries are mainly used on shelves with four batteries per
shelf connected in series. When tted with the optional catalyst the voltage of each battery will be
very uniform making the paralleling of up to 4 shelves of batteries possible at temperature up to 30 o C
without a reduction in battery life.
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CURRENT
Amps @ 25°C

Actual Battery Discharge Data may be ± 5% of gures shown. 12-FTA-40 / 12-FTA-55 / 12-FTG-40 / 12-FTG-55 do not r with catalyst.

Rugged Battery Construction
The SEC CELLYTE 12FTA batteries are constructed using heavy duty at pasted plates and ‘U’ fold
wrapped non woven Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM) seperator.
The SEC CELLYTE 12FTG batteries are constructed using advanced Gelled electrolyte ensuring
reliable performance, safety, outstanding battery life and value.
This rugged construction ensures that the batteries can be used in UBC seismic zone 4 rated racks
where the battery has to withstand the worst possible earthquake conditions and still continue to
deliver reliable standby DC power.
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POWER
Watts @ 25°C

Actual Battery Discharge Data may be ± 5% of gures shown. 12-FTA-40 / 12-FTA-55 / 12-FTG-40 / 12-FTG-55 do not r with catalyst.

Extra Features of the SEC Battery
Conventional sealed Valve Regulated Lead Acid batteries using Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM)
technology are used in temperature controlled conditions for oat charge standby applications.
CELLYTE 12FTA batteries employing Monobloc Catalyst in the cell head space, a deep cycle virgin
pure lead/Tin (1.6%) positive plate alloy, can be used in environments with temperature up to 30 o C.
In areas of unstable (cyclic) power conditions. Instead of the more expensive gelled batteries, a
lower cost Calcium plate version is also available.
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DIMENSIONS
Dimensions, Weights, Data

Actual Dimension may be ± 5% from the gure shown. 12-FTA-40/12-FTA-55/12-FTG-40/12-FTG-55 do not t with catalyst.

TYPICAL TRIPLE SEAL DETAIL

Special Features
The use of front terminal batteries in telecom racks usually places the batteries below the
electronics. When a large capacity battery is required there can be up to 4 shelves of batteries at 48
volts at 400Ah (12-FTA-100/12-FTG-100) or even 48 volts at 800Ah (12-FTA-175/12-FTG-175), this
increases the volume of gas being vented. To make sure that these gasses do not adversely effect
the electronic equipment, the SEC range of 12FTA and 12FTG batteries can be vented outside the
cabinet by tubing vents from the battery manifolds outside the cabinet. The battery ventilation kit is
offered as extra cost option.
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INFORMATION
CELLYTE 12FTA & 12FTG Front Terminal Batteries
In keeping with our philosophy to stay at the forefront of the ever expanding Telecom standby
battery market, we have extended our range of 19" front terminal batteries to 155Ah capacity and 175Ah capacity for 23" front
terminal batteries. These batteries include several innovative features: triple barrier terminal post seal, high Tin/Calcium positive
plate alloy for improved, by up to 65% deep cycle capacity of the 12FTA batteries and the “World rst” Monobloc Catalyst.
Sealed Valve Regulated Construction
- These batteries are of the Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM) or Gelled electrolyte (GEL) technology. The electrolyte in the cell is
immobilized in a specially formulated non woven glass mat separator or in a thixatropic GEL. All the acid is absorbed in this
manner providing a safe non-spillable battery.
Gas Recombination System
- The gasses generated in the normal charge/discharge use of a rechargeable lead acid battery are internally recombined
during normal operating parameters and in normal operational use, more than 99% of the gas generated is recombined.
SEC Catvent - Catalyst Vent
- SEC’s VRLA cells incorporated the Philadelphia Scientic Monobloc precious metal Catalyst Catvent which prevents the
negative plate from depolarizing reduces the cell oat current by up to 50%, reduces the cell gassing by about 80%, reduces cell
dry out which is the major cause of VRLA battery failure.
Battery Maintenance
- The battery has been designed and built such that no addition of electrolyte or water is needed during the life of the battery.
Battery Life in Float Service
- CELLYTE 12FTA batteries are suitable for oat/standby service with a design life of 12years at 20 o C.
Battery Life in Cycle Life
- CELLYTE 12FTG batteries are suitable for deep cycle service, battery life will depend on temperature, depth and frequency of
cycling, however the use of the optional Catvent Catalyst will improve life in temperature up to 30 o C.
Battery One-Way Safety Valve
- When pressure builds up in the cell and German safety one-way valve opens at 2-3 psi and releases the excessive pressure and
then closes. The one-way valve does not allow the ingress of oxygen which is harmful and refuces battery life.

Temperature Range for Normal Operation
- CELLYTE 12FTA/12FTG batteries have a wide operating temperature range -25 o C to +55 o C. However for maximum life it is
recommended to operate the battery at 20 o C when not tted with VRLA Catalyst and between 20 o C to 30 o C when tted with VRLA
Catalyst.
Plate Design and Paste Formulation
- SEC has optimized the plate and paste formulation to maximize the operating life of the battery. The High Tin Virgin pure lead
1.6% Tin plate alloy is used to extend the battery life and cycling capability. Paste formation will provide excellent recovery from
deep discharge. With low self-discarge to ensure maximum storage time when not in use Alternative lower cost, Calcium, High
Tin (1.6%) Plate is available.

Benets of Catalyst in SEC VRLA Batteries
One of the most immediate, observable effects of installing a catalyst in a VRLA cell is a sudden drop in the oat current. Typically
oat currents are one half or less when a catalyst is installed. Adding a catalyst to the cell prevents some of the oxygen reaching
the negative plate and allows the negative plate to stay polarized. This means that less current needs to be supplied to the cell
from the charging system, manifesting itself as lower oat current, leading to the following benet:
*Minimize water loss
Gasses are recombined into water inside the cell rather than exiting the cell. Too much gas leaving the cell can lead to
premature dry-out and cell failure. Cell dry out is a major cause of VRLA cell failure.
*Increase life
There are many potential failure modes of VRLA cells. A number of these failure modes can be mitigated by the catalyst
technology such as: Cell dry out, positive plate corrosion, thermal runaway, capacity loss due to negative plate depolarization.
*Minimize positive plate corrosion
A reduction in oat current reduces the amount of over-charge on the positive plate which directly impacts the corrosion rate.
The design life of a lead acid battery is based on the corrosion of the plate barring any other unforseen failure modes.
*Maintain cell capacity
Many VRLA cells in service are failing capacity tests because their negative plates are depolarized. In fact signicant capacity
increase have been seen on some cells just by installing a catalyst.
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